Implementation of a Knowledge Management Tool within a VDO Network: Preliminary Results.
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Abstract: This paper presents a Knowledge Management (KM) software tool which has been designed to support managing implementation of best practices and improvement initiatives within a VDO (Virtual Development Office) Network. A VDO Network is an organization integrated by SMEs, with a particular form of governance. Furthermore, the KM tool enables building a knowledge base of key capabilities available to a VDO to support decision-making and responding effectively to new business opportunities. KM tool acts not only as a repository for knowledge pertaining to improvement initiatives, but it also drives SMEs to apply and share that knowledge within the wider VDO Enterprise Network. The availability of KM tools for SMEs is rare. This is more evident for Enterprise Networks. The KM tool can be easily modified to address better the requirements of the user (VDO) due to its flexible architecture.
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1 Introduction

In the current scenario, enterprises competitiveness is not based on company or industry, but on the value creating systems themselves, within which different agents work together to co-create value and build a network [1]. Researches in interconnected systems have contributed to characterize the benefits correlated to cooperation between companies [2,3,4,5]. These advantages could be particularly important for Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) given the resource constraints and limitations they work within [6]. On the other hand, networking of enterprises entails new organizational problems, such as the decentralization of decision-making process and the horizontal coordination between different business functions [7] as well as the problem of knowledge management. The evidence in extensive literature and case studies [8,9,10,11] supports the belief that Knowledge Management (KM) can play a key role in managing businesses successfully and improving their performance. In addition, the way in which an organization learns can influence its effectiveness and potential to innovate and grow [12]. Nowadays, it is possible to affirm that the ability to learn, acquire, foster and integrate relevant knowledge within an organization and its value chain is one of the most important competences to achieve strategic success [8,13,14,15,16,17]. In the present competitive environment, manufacturing organizations have achieved poor relative performance in world markets in terms of competitiveness, world trade, R&D expenditure and patenting, management practices, etc. This is partly due to poor understanding of organizational learning processes, which is critical for the facilitation of improvement and innovation in business processes [18]. Behavioural change of individuals that may lead to performance improvement can be achieved by understanding and optimizing learning processes, which reinforce the existence of a strong relationship between learning and performance improvement [19,20,21]. ICT-based Knowledge Management Systems (KMSs) can be seen as enabling technologies to effectively support knowledge management aspects and related learning processes [22].

The failure of early IT-based KMSs has encouraged the application of KM soft approaches. These are focused on learning through direct social communication and interaction [21]. However, soft KM approaches provide a vague proposal for a...
systematic implementation of learning organizations [23]. On the other hand, there is concern that IT-based KMSs will objectify knowledge into static repositories without acknowledging the critical role of individuals in knowledge creation, application and dissemination [24,25,26]. IT-based KM applications should be combined with soft KM approaches [27] to encourage individuals to think beyond their current boundaries. This will facilitate organizational activities, promote continuous knowledge creation and continuous improvement, and support growth through innovation [28,24].

In addition, strategies for capturing, creating, using, integrating and transferring organizational knowledge should aim to improve efficiency of business processes and provide sustainable competitive advantage. SMEs are disadvantaged in this area due to resource constraints [29]. Learning networks have proved successful to help SMEs in transferring new concepts such as Continuous Improvement and Total Quality Management [30], in the diffusion of wide variety of technologies, and increasing the knowledge base and other capabilities [31,32,33]. Intranet and Internet technologies facilitate knowledge transfer and collaboration within a distributed learning network, which include the implementation of KMSs.

Extensive surveys show that large organizations are investing resources to develop at some degree their own ICT-based KMS [34]. However, it is difficult to implement KM in SMEs because resources are reduced and more research focused on SMEs is needed [35]. Therefore, there is a real need to develop affordable KM tools dedicated to SMEs to help them improving their competitive position. Such need is even higher if referred to the domain of SMEs organized in virtual enterprises [36].

In recent years, research has addressed the utilization of the intranet and internet not only as a repository of unstructured information but also as a powerful enabler of effective information and knowledge accessibility and communication [37], supporting collaborative projects and offering the opportunity to create new knowledge. Consequently, the need exists to develop a low-cost ICT-based KM solution to support manufacturing SMEs in order to help them to obtain the KM benefits available to large organizations. This can be done within the environment of a virtual Knowledge Sharing Network (KSN).

This paper presents the implementation of an ICT-based KM tool to support the activities of a virtual network of SMEs in industries such as communications, packaging and logistics. The purpose of the ICT-based KM tool is to facilitate establishing a systematic approach to convert part of the tacit knowledge embedded in improvement projects and management best practices into explicit form.

The article has four sections. In the first section, the VDO Network model is presented. In the second section, the environment of the case study, the GPT VDO Network, is briefly introduced so as to characterize the context for which the KM tool has been implemented. In the third section, the KM tool is presented by highlighting the desired characteristics and its structure. The final section focuses on presenting preliminary results after the tool implementation. Conclusions are drawn consequently.

2 The VDO Concept
The Virtual Development Office (VDO) is a new conceptual organizational model for enterprise networks [5]. The Virtual Development Office (VDO) model has been developed within the Italian research project MIGEN, during which the University of Perugia supported the development of an enterprise network from its first steps. In particular, it focuses on SMEs. SMEs represent an important aspect of the European economy and they require effective cooperative models to encourage the development of collective innovative capabilities to respond to emerging business opportunities. The aim of the project was to define a conceptual organizational model for enterprise networks, in order to increase the competitiveness of SMEs. These organizations require cooperative models encouraging the development of collective innovative capabilities in terms of providing new innovative solutions for emerging business opportunities and pressing research to develop process technologies and improve the quality of the products through process improvements.

The approach proposed is based on the creation of an independent subject, the Virtual Development Office (VDO), GPT in the case study, which acts as a leading actor, and it has the role of creating, coordinating and managing a community of enterprises. Particularly, it should be the market intelligence of the network, continuously catching business opportunities in the market and positioning the network on it. Moreover, the VDO is the permanent interface to public institutions [34], financial institutions and research centres. A proactive collaboration with such subjects is a leverage factor in today business. The VDO activities presented above are “external” to the network. However, the VDO also has a crucial role.
inside the network life. First of all, it has the role of maintaining and consolidating the trust of companies involved in the network by generating and promoting a long-term alliance. By acting as a central player on respect of the “business ecosystem”, it promotes both the willing of cooperation, both the readiness to collaborate each time a business opportunity, which for a network can be defined as a “collaboration opportunity” (CO) arises (see Figure 1).

The activities performed by the VDO are summarized by the following phases:
- **Analytic Phase**: it involves a continuous monitoring of the environment and the competitive position of enterprises belonging to the community in terms of resources and competencies. One of the core activities of the VDO is the definition of the strategic positioning of the community and the creation/promotion of business opportunities. Moreover it is important to remark that based on this approach it is possible to define developmental lines for innovation projects and it is possible to identify criteria for opening the community to different actors.
- **Planning Phase**: after the target definition (business opportunity, new product development projects, etc.), the VDO should manage the following activities: (1) plan activities, identifying the necessary resources/capabilities to reach the targets; (2) select the enterprises in the community that will create the Virtual Enterprise (VE) to fulfil the CO derived from the identified Business Opportunity (BO); (3) establish the contribution of every actor in the VE and the cooperation rules based on Service Level Agreements (SLAs). The last is a very critical activity in the management of the VE, given that it requires the definition of organizational models, revenue sharing contracts, transaction costs, etc. i.e. the “rules of the game” that will guide the activities of the single enterprise.
- **Operating phase**: it implies the control of the quality of the products/services provided (safety, availability, reliability, etc.) and the solution effectiveness; these data represent fundamental feedbacks for the analytical phase.

From a value chain point of view, particularly interesting is the creation of the VE or VO for specific BOS, since the processes that constitute the value chain, i.e. those activities that represent the value proposition of the network and lead to customer satisfaction, will be split amongst the members of the network that are participating in the CO. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

In this conceptualization the VDO is represented as an independent entity with the authority to involve companies external to the network, if to do so it would improve the competitiveness of the network with regards to a particular BO. This approach means that an optimal provider can be selected for each stage in the value chain. As a consequence, with this approach a company may cover only part of a stage in the value chain, as in the traditional structure, or several disparate stages as demanded by the CO. Thus, the stages in the VDO value chain can be seen to be vertically as well as horizontally integrated.

### 3 The “GPT” VDO Network: the Environment of Implementation

The case company called Gruppo Poligrafico Tiberino (GPT) was founded in 2003 by three companies in the packaging district of Città di Castello in the north of the Umbria region in Italy. This new capital company was originally established to integrate and develop the commercial and marketing functions of the participating companies. GPT sought the assistance of the University of Perugia to expand its business borders, undertaking a number of projects to further develop the GPT business model. GPT has already been recognized as an innovative business model for business networks, developing a strong permanent cooperation relationship with the Academic community. Between 2005 and 2007, GPT grew from the original 3 partner firms to 18 current members in communications, packaging and logistics industries. Thus, GPT is a fast growing company offering an innovative business model, seeking to consolidate its position in its national market and entering the new markets of South America and Northern Africa. Moreover, GPT is the first enterprise business case based on the VDO model. The authors, supported by GPT management, have worked to design the KM tool so as to support the VDO Network needs.

### 4 The KM Tool for the “GPT” VDO Network

#### Identification of Needs

The Authors, together with GPT management, have worked to identify the characteristics that the desired tool should have had. This teamwork has permitted therefore to design the tool following both an academic and practical approach. The mentioned activity has permitted to highlights the following needs:
**NEED 1** - Within VDO Networks, the hub, namely the VDO, has knowledge management issues related to fact that it has to respond quickly and successfully to new BOs and therefore it needs to knows network members competences and capabilities. Therefore, a KM tool, in this case, has also the role of supporting decision making activities.

**NEED 2** - SMEs can acquire new knowledge by participating in partnerships or networks with other companies, sharing similar or complementary problems in order to become more competitive. This raises the issue of how to facilitate the operation of such networks. Therefore, sharing knowledge about the implementation and outcomes of such projects among the VDO Network members should promote implementation of similar and new initiatives to improve their competitive position.

**NEED 3** - SMEs have poor managerial competences and scarce know-how of technological innovations. As a consequence of that, the KM tool should be a support in these issues, by helping promoting managerial best practices and sharing of technological know-how within the network.

**NEED 4** - SMEs desire to use simple tools, with easy user interfaces and the possibility of managing documents, drawings, procedures, spreadsheets, etc..

**NEED 5** - SMEs do not have the resources for investing in informatics infrastructures for implementing new tools. As a consequence of that, tools based on Internet knowledge portals are desired.

The above-mentioned characteristics have been considered for designing the KM tool.

**Structure of the Knowledge Management Tool**

The KM tool (KMT) is based on a multi-user database management system (DMS) built under a Microsoft Office Access application. A DMS was chosen as best for its ability to separate data storage and analytic elements.

The system integrates five main functions:
1. creation and searching of electronic library of cases/projects by main attributes: company, manufacturing sector, manufacturing group, country and subject;
2. directory of network companies;
3. resources on the VDO and Network as overall;
4. resources of common interest such as journals, conferences, forum etc; and
5. library of management resources (technologies and management best practices).

By collecting network cases/projects and management best practices, the KMT helps knowledge sharing in the network, best practices for improvement projects and therefore fixes the bases for characterizing the VDO network as a learning network. The KMT allows recording, monitoring and controlling the development of improvement projects as they are being carried out by members of the Network. This aspect is very important, since the VDO network overcomes the geographical dimension (typical of industrial districts) and therefore knowledge management is associated to communication issues and requires effectiveness.

The user-friendly front end of the KMT provides two main sections (Figure 3). The first section, identified as the **GPT Network Cases/Projects**, contains links to a knowledge database related to the practical application and implementation of improvement tools and best practices. The second section of the application provides links to an electronic library of **Management Resources**, which offers resources regarding technologies available in the network together with management best practices.

The **GPT Network Cases/Projects** section allows access to four areas:
- directory of GPT network members;
- library of cases/projects;
- GPT network;
- support: external resources.

The tool allows creating a file with the information relevant to a single independent company, or the VDO, or the Network as overall.

This characterization remarks the company characteristics, the company field of business, the technologies available and other relevant information. For each company, previous and current cases of improvement projects and best practices can be added and classified.

The external resources area is designed to communicate information about issues of common interest to the members of the KMT such as literature, web sites, conferences, training issues, newsletters and discussion forums.

Each practical case of an improvement project added to the KMT generates a unique identification
The cases area is divided in two main sections. In the upper section, the general details of the project and the particular details of the company are included. The details of the specific processes and machineries affected in the project are also included. The lower section of this area facilitates defining the problem to be overcome with more details, including: objectives, participants, schedules, results, information about key contacts involved in the project and an area to discuss project issues.

In addition, it is possible to add videos and links to documentation related to the project. Therefore, this section allows recording and assigning tasks and responsibilities within the project and also includes other elements like Gantt charts for monitoring and controlling the project. Minutes of meetings and other key communications between the team members, carrying out the projects, can be recorded in this area of the KMT.

The library of Management Resources includes two main areas, namely: technologies, and management best practices.

In the technologies section, a mapping activity of all technologies available in the network has been carried out. Such information is therefore organized through description, presentations, references, and external links. A discussion area is available to share opinions about each technology between different users. The section dedicated to management best practices is structured similarly to the previous one.

The different sections of the KMT are carefully interconnected, so as to guarantee the fluently of content navigation and the correlation of data. The scheme of the DMS entity relationships is presented in Figure 4.

The overall structure presented permits therefore the users to easily get information about network activities, other network companies projects, information regarding technologies and at the same time resources about managerial best practices. When improvement projects are completed, records are kept within the KMT database including descriptions of procedures and documentation related to those projects. This database is very important for future consultations that may help carrying out similar projects not only within the same company but also to support similar initiatives by individuals in other network firms.

The KMT can trigger both the application and creation of knowledge, which can help to improve the competitiveness of other network members. This approach represents an adequate environment to promote and develop a learning environment by driving users to apply and share their knowledge.

5 Preliminary results

The KMT tool has been implemented and tailored over GPT characteristics in a period of about 4 months. Within this period, the implementation of the tool has required few time, since the adaptability of the DMS methodology. On the other hand, a big amount of time has been employed for populating the tool with network and companies data.

A first populated version of the tool has been released on July 2008 and given to GPT Network companies under the form of a readable (not modifiable) Microsoft Access database.

Nowadays, a web version of the KMT is under construction in the form of a restricted area (accessible only by network members) of the GPT network website.

A first important achievement is the structure of the KM tool itself; indeed all the identified NEEDS (from 1 to 5) have been met:

- **NEED 1** \(\rightarrow\) through the directory of network members and their related characterization;
- **NEED 2** \(\rightarrow\) through the electronic library of cases/projects and their related characterization;
- **NEED 3** \(\rightarrow\) through the library of management best practices and technological resources;
- **NEED 4** \(\rightarrow\) through the possibility of uploading and reading all common files like documents, presentations, spreadsheets, etc.;
- **NEED 5** \(\rightarrow\) thanks the adaptability of the DMS methodology allowing a quick conversion to a web version of the KM tool.

Preliminary results in terms of effectiveness and likeness of the tool between the network members have been collected through semi-structured interviews with network companies entrepreneurs, carried out by the Authors together with GPT VDO employees. As a consequence of that, it is possible to remark a general appraisal of the users (network companies), which particularly valued the characterization of the network companies (this is
probably due to a scarce level of information and knowledge of the network companies regarding their network partners), and the library of cases/projects (SMEs have low managerial skills, and therefore is easy for them to identify interesting improvement activities by learning from others).

At the same time, an approval has been received by the VDO-GPT (the hub of the network), which remarked the pragmatism of formalizing the network knowledge following a learning process while populating the KMT.

Preliminary results are mainly qualitative; for this reason, a questionnaire is under development in order to quantify, quantitatively, the effectiveness of the KMT after the adoption.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we pointed out the increasing importance of knowledge management, especially to foster SMEs competitiveness, capability of growth and innovation. After an introduction to the issue, authors presented an innovative typology of network, namely the VDO Network. An ICT-based KM software tool has been designed to support implementation of best practices and improvement projects within the GPT network, which is the first VDO-based network in Italy. The developed KMT allows the user to increase its knowledge of the network (both of partners and the hub), to share relevant experiences with other participants, and it also allows recording, monitoring and controlling the implementation of improvement projects. The KMT offers also the possibility of getting informed regarding the technologies available in the network and managing the best practices. Preliminary results, coming from the prototype developed for the GPT VDO Network, highlighted a positive impact of the tool and a general appraisal of users. Future research will focus on quantifying the effectiveness of the KMT adoption.
Figure 1 - The VDO network model

Figure 2 - Example of a VC created through a VE in a VDO-Network context
Figure 3 – Front end of the KMT, main sections
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Figure 4 – DMS, Entity Relationships Diagram
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